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The Creative Scenery of Aging, winner of the 2015 National Mature Media Award, presents compelling
essays that explore the power and grace of creativeness and aging from a romantic perspective. Includes a
series of interviews with successful older Zausner's book is fantastic for anyone attempting to explore
the insightful world of aging and imagination and find out about older adults in different stages within their
lives and careers.visual artists such as for example Judith Leiber, Nelson Shanks, Isaiah Zagar (and much
more) with accompanying full color gallery put in of artist works.
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Excellent Reserve!. But she actually is also an advocate for helping people of all age groups and abilities to
get the pleasure in creating. Within the book there are numerous gems of wisdom such as; Real artists
always keep creating. Good tips for anyone of any age! This beautifully written book explores the creative
process and how it impacts our vitality as we age. It's been there all along, but no one was paying
attention. A Special Read! Judith Zausner's book puts the best spin on aging that I have seen. Judith brings
out dynamically the true value in coming to a place which many of us possess feared. Her interviews deal
with real people who, if not really for tapping whatever creativity they had, could have gone down very
different roads. Visually the publication is very appealing to the senses and makes one feel great picking it
up. It is certain not merely for seniors but for all those who desire to unleash maybe what lies dormant in
them. I would recommend the book to one and all. A memorable and extremely interesting book! Reading Ms.
Author's writing flowed nicely. Their stories and personal insights transcend the personal and remind us
that creativity fully we can live life.! " when you have dreams of something away from present experience,
patience is certainly your biggest friend". Ms. Find and read the 1/7/15 content in the brand new York
Occasions 'Fashions two faced romantic relationship with age'. People are getting up to the old generation,
to their cash and their creativity. Among the great issues about getting older is becoming invisible to most
of the world. Although this can seem disconcerting initially, it is then very liberating to one's creativeness.
Certainly the most interesting artwork of all could be the art manufactured in the last year of their
existence, as they summarize and distill their existence experience. At last you can you need to be comfy!
Zausner is right on time with her new reserve "The Creative Scenery of Ageing'. It discusses the
creativity of old fashion designers, and their impact. You can also find more articles on the creativeness of
the elderly in the 'Endnotes' portion of this book, and that means you don't possess to feel just like this is
some kind of revolution.Essential read for anyone dealing with seniors and inspiring for all those folks that
qualify! My description of an artist has always been a person who HAS to make their artwork because this
is the way they digest the world and make it theirs. Interviews with performers were very useful. You
can wear black if you would like to but you can also deck yourself out in pink rather than many will notice.
It's a wonderful resource. You'll get freed up! Keeping Creativity Alive This is an amazingly useful book and
incredibly unique. It's crucial for creative visitors to continue steadily to find outlets as they grow older,
and the essays and interviews listed below are a testimony to this. I especially liked the interview with
mosaic artist, Isaiah Zagar, who's well-known in Philadelphia for his glorious installations that adorn the
sides of city buildings. I hope this book is added to the library selections of senior centers and pension
communities all over the place. Buy this publication for inspiration when you have 'artists' block.. This
beautifully written book explores the creative process and how it ..Zausner challenges a whole lot of
commonly held beliefs about aging and throws the gauntlet down to " those that believe that old age is
simply a poor consequence of living". Study from elders, who paved just how for long term generations. The
essays are wonderful---broadly addressing many aspects of imagination. — Damini Celebre, author of Painting
the Landscape of Your Soul Great Read! Creative Aging - Stories of Older Artists A must read for anyone
thinking about aging and creativity! . Great Read. Extremely inspirational and motivational for seniors and
everyone in general. We all have been creative in our personal wayand its something we are able to think
about at any age. Zausner's insightful interviews is like visiting with a few of the most interesting people
imaginable. Therefore, of course, artists continue making art through out their life. If you want to put a
smile on your own friends face, give them a copy of the book. Zausner's book is geared towards inspiring
seniors to hold living, dreaming and creating no matter what age no matter what issues may come.
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